
Berkhamsted Swimming Club 
Final Round of Herts League 
 
The final round of Herts League saw a host of gritty performances from Berkhamsted’s athletes 
resulting in the B team gaining promotion from Division 3 to Division 2 and the A team preserving their 
place in Division 1 after a nail biting night. 
Both squads were significantly under strength given the number of swimmers unavailable due to 
illness, injury and holidays. However, every swimmer stepped up and took responsibility with some 
marvellous performances. 
The B team began the night in 2nd place, knowing a good showing would see them gain promotion 
and, after a steady start which saw them in 3rd after the first few races they gradually consolidated for 
a comfortable 2nd place on the night and promotion in 2nd overall. The night saw 20 individual personal 
bests and 10 relay lead off leg pbs as well. 
After a pb for first timer Liz Mayock in the Open 100m free with 1:14.32, Peter Lever was agonisingly 
close to 60 seconds yet again with 1:00.50 in the men’s version for 2nd place. Grace Milnes then 
followed this with her own best and another 2nd in the 10/11 years backstroke (21.39). 
12 year old Lara Coster swam up in the 14/15 Fly and smashed her best by over 2 seconds with 38.36 
and 3rd place before, in the Boys 14/15 fly Callum Bullock looked very smooth, easing to the club’s first 
win on the night. Being pushed at half way he left the opposition a long way behind off the turn and 
cruised home in 30.11. 
2 more first timers, Millie Harrison and Hugh Clare both went pb in their 12/13 breast with Millie 
Harrison dropping 2.41 seconds and Hugh Clare nearly 5 seconds clocking 46.23 & 46.11 respectively. 
Molly Baker seems to have been around for ages but is still improving as she posted 1:21.57 in her 
Open Backstroke and then Cam MacDonald took the team’s second win on the night with a particularly 
strong last 5m which sealed the win in 1:11.54 in his own Open Back. 
There was also a pb for William Barnes, lowering his 10/11 Boy’s Breast by nearly 3 seconds to 25.45, 
George Thorne has been flying in short distance races and showed super form to streak away to win 
his 14/15 50m Free dropping another half second in 27.92 for an easy win. Showing much improved 
form over the water, Izzy MacDonald claimed 3rd in her own best of 38.42 for her 12/13 fly and then 
it was into the first round of relays. 
Molly Baker led off the Open Medley relay in a backstroke pb of 18.00 backed up by Louise Holden, 
Tracy Van Deventer and Liz Mayock to 3rd place in 1:07.67. For the Open Boys, they would end the 
night unbeaten in their relays, starting with their Medley with a 3 second win from Cam MacDonald, 
Harry Thorne, Sam Newman and Peter Lever in 56.86. 
The Girls 10/11 squad of Lara Connell, Grace Milnes, Issy Whitaker & Tilly Anderton picked up 2nd in 
their Free relay and, immediately after William Barnes continued his good form leading off the boys 
squad in his own pb of 19.79 backed up by Hugh Burnell-Smith, first timer Ezi Svichla-Fekete & Ronan 
Philbin to record 1:18.16. 
For the 14/15 Girls Issy MacDonald (13), Tilly Anderton (10) & Lara Coster (12) all had to swim up to 
support Caitlin Kelley to 4th in the Medley and Tilly MacDonald also set her own back lead off pb before 
the Boys’ squad of Owen Strakosch, Ben Holmes-Higgin, George Thorne and Callum Bullock picked up 
2nd place. 
Lara Coster was back in the pool yet again to lead off her own age group Free relay in another best 
time ahead of Emmy Barnes (another first timer), Millie Harrison and Issy MacDonald to 2nd place. 
They were followed with a 3rd for the boys with Sam Baker (pb lead off), Hugh Clare, Marcus Donald 
and Pierce Philbin. 
In the Open Breaststroke, Harry Thorne showed renewed drive and confidence. Pushed for the first 
50m, he stroked his way clear in the second half of the race winning by over 2 seconds and dropping 
his own best to 1:15.17. 
Newcomer Izzy Whitaker took 3rd in the 10/11 Fly slicing almost 2 seconds from her best in 20.86 and 
Ronan Philbin improved a similar amount to take 2nd in the Boys’ event with 19.14. 



In the 15/15 backstroke Strakosch picked up another 2nd for the team in a pb of 32.92, ducking inside 
the 33 second mark for the first time.. 
There were pbs for both Emmy Barnes (37.54 pb by well over a second) and Pierce Philbin (pb by 
exactly a second, 37.82) as both claimed 3rd places. 
Possibly the swim of the night for effort and technique, despite only claiming 4th, and the closest race 
of the gala, came from Tracy Van Deventer. A Masters swimmer, she posted a pb by nearly half a 
second to clock 35.02, as just 0.3 seconds covered the first 4 places. The swim earned her the female 
swimmer of the night award, amongst a whole pack of potential winners. 
Sam Newman then showed he too can still improve taking a clear 3 second win in the Boys’ Open fly 
with a pb by over a second in 27.42. 
Tilly Anderton claimed a close win in the 10/11 Free with a best time of 17.39 and yet another 
newcomer Ezi Svichla-Fekete dropped his time in the boys’ event to 19.73. 
Ben Holmes-Higgin took 3rd in the 14/15 Breast with a first-time swim of 39.76 and Coster topped off 
her individual performances with 2nd in her own age group 50 Back. 
The final batch of relays saw the Open girls pinch 3rd place in the Free with Molly Baker posting yet 
another lead off leg pb and Harry Throne repeated that feat for the Boys as they claimed their 2nd relay 
win of the night by nearly 2 seconds in a sparkling 50.39.The girls 10// Free team took 2nd and the boys 
3rd. 
Caitlin Kelley led off the 14/15 girls Free squad with her own pb of 16.22 followed again by a young 
group swimming up – Grace Milnes (11), Emmy Barnes (12) and Harrison (13). George Thorne 
repeated Kelley’s pb lead off trick with 13.03 heading another 2nd place with Callum Bullock, Ben 
Holmes-Higgin and Owen Strakosch and then the boys 12/13 team picked up 2nd in their medley team 
event. 
This left just the exciting squadron relay, the noisiest event of the night and, after leading early on, 
the squad of Tilly Anderton, Ronan Pierce, Cam Macdonald, Sam Baker, Caitlin Kelley, Ben Holmes-
Higgin, Tracy Van Deventer & Peter Lever touched home 2nd to seal a clear 2nd place on the night 
behind a rampant Hitchin team who fully deserved to go up as Champions but BSC sent up all their 
Open swimmers to pick up the runners-up trophy and look forward to life in the higher league in 2019. 
 
The A team had possibly the harder task with their Division 1 life hanging by a thread and with many 
front line swimmers missing. However, those who competed put in some excellent performances and 
maintained their status with 5th on the night but close enough to 4th place on the night, beating 
Hertford to stay up on the basis of having a better gala points total across the 3 rounds (a bit like goal 
difference in football) at the end of a tense and exciting night. 
 
With just 2 Open girls available, it was a busy night for both Maddie Kiernan and Amy Stoker. Maddie 
Kiernan began the night by getting close to her 100m free pb with 1:10.38 showing all the guts the 
team needed for the whole gala.  Club Captain, James Chennells, then led by example and showed 
why he is so highly ranked Nationally. Leading from the gun he came home almost 5 metres and 3 
seconds clear in personal best of 53.72. 
Jemima Cadge and Jack Rutherfurd both finished 6th but set their own pbs in the 10/11, 50m Back. 
Jemima Cadge came home in 44.41 and Rutherfurd chopped over 9 seconds from his best with 44.47. 
15 year old Victoria Ayles has come into her own this season and continued that improvement with a 
more than 7 second pb in the 100m fly to return 1:29.41 and then Ish Rahim showed the club’s 
strength in the fly events, winning the 14/15 age group with 1:00.35, almost a second clear. 
Alex Farnham is another who has stepped up this year and lowered her 100m breast time by almost 
5 seconds in the 12/13 group with 1:38.06 and in the same age Michael Joyce also dropped his best 
to 1:30.12. 
Amy Stoker showed her determination, although not swimming a great deal at the moment she 
stepped into the breach in the Open Back and set a new pb of 1:20.97 before Chris Nel blasted out of 



the traps to lead by a long way at 50m in his own Open Back before lack of training caught up with 
him and he ended 3rd just 0.03 outside his best, exemplifying the team spirit. 
There were two more pbs in the 10/11, 50m Breast from Mia Hickman and Sam Griffiths. Mia Hickman 
took 2nd in 45.09 and Sam Griffiths hung on to 3rd as he dropped over 7 seconds to post 47.31. 
In the 14/15 free Dan Chennells missed victory by just 0.3 seconds and narrowly missed going under 
the iconic 60 second mark with 1:00.37 having sliced over a second from his best. 
Final pb of the first set of individual events went to Tom Holmes-Higgin in the 12/13 fly when he went 
1:29.53 to improve almost half a second. 
With Ella Nijkamp and Alex Farnham, both just 12, swimming in the Open Girls Medley relay with 
Maddie Kiernan and Amy Stoker, they all swam manfully for the team. The boys Open relay team of 
Chris Nel, Zac Patel, Ish Rahim (15 & swimming up) and James Chennells replicated their B team 
counterparts by winning both their team races, taking the medley by almost 2 seconds. 
The 14/15 Boys (Luke Nijkamp, Euan Donald, Ish Rahim & Dan Chennells) took a fighting 2nd place in 
their medley race, followed by two 3rd places for the 12/13 Free relay events. For the girls Abigail 
Briers, Alex Farnham, Lydia Wisely & Ella Nijkamp and for the Boys David Graham, Harry Lines, Tom 
Holmes-Higgin and Michael Joyce confirmed how often the club’s relays outperform their individual 
results, evidencing the ethos that it is all about the team, that the club live by. 
Maddie Kiernan started the second round of individuals as she did the start of the gala, with the Open 
Breast and then Evie Light showed good speed to improve her best in the 10/11 fly to 45.94. 
Luke Nijkamp claimed 3rd in his 100m Back and then Abbie Briers trimmed her 100m free best time, 
yet again, to 1:10.56, by well over a second and was followed by Harry Lines, returning to competition 
after long term injury, improved his 100m free by a massive 18 seconds to record 1:12.87. 
Zac Patel claimed yet another fly win for the team in the Open, coming home almost 4 seconds clear 
of his field in 1:00.68 still agonisingly outside the 60 second barrier. 
Just 10, Eva Lawson had come into the A team for the first time in this round and showed why with a 
1 second pb to claim 3rd in the 10/11 Free with 35.40 and Cole Moore repeated the pb effort with his 
own 39.47 for the boys. 
Euan Donald was just outside his best in the 100m Breast for 2nd and Ella Nijkamp stepped in to take 
the 12/13 Back in a comfortable 1:13.40 and David Graham ended the individuals with his own 100m 
back pb in 1:23.59. 
For the final round of relays, the open boys completed their clean sweep in the Free, almost 2 seconds 
clear in 1:43.81 and the 14/15 squad improved their medley placing by one spot to claim their win in 
1:52.00. 
The final members of the A team were Abi Hewson & Dylan Kiddle. 
It had been a super night of competition and ended with both teams in very happy moods. 


